Stop the Baby Genocide!
By Abishek Clifford CEO Rescue
India is turning in the wrong direction. Throwing away wise restraints
which have guarded true love and beautiful family culture for centuries,
we are injecting ourselves and our nation with a drug far more addictive
than heroine which is perverting our youths on mass. This drug is
pornography. So few are sounding the alarm and exposing the terrible
consequences of this habit that we are compelled to go from college to
college blowing a loud clear trumpet, warning about the true nature of
this latest evil.
Throughout all of history porno has only been viewed by a low
percentage of men who generally obtained such debase photos in
prostitution centres and other dubious abodes. Since it has always been
illegal in India, such magazines were never distributed openly and
therefore it was not widely available and so the habit has always been
very limited to the perverse few. That is, until now. The dawning of the
internet era despite all its’ great advantages (the availability of global
information, news, research, games, entertainment etc.), has taken away
the restriction of access to porno. It is so easy now through internet cafés,
modern mobiles and computers in the home to connect to the world wide
web and call up any one of thousands of porno sites offering free sexual
stimulation through their images. At least 70% of PUC boys surveyed [1]
across Karnataka admit to be already addicted to this grave habit. Many
boys start this habit in high school. Even girls are also beginning to peer
into this abyss.
The Poison of Pornography
The question is: what happens to someone who regularly watches
pornographic videos and photos? What are the consequences in a nation
given to this habit? The evidence is plentiful. Western young people have
had their status reduced to that of laboratory rats in this untried social
experiment already. However, we can learn from the results and don’t
need to repeat the mistakes here. Western countries long back threw off
the restraints of conscience and purity to pursue lifestyles of free sex and
indulgence. Their youths were given freedom to sleep around and live
unmarried with girlfriends and have full access to blue movies and with
no one to prick their consciences. What were the consequences? Let’s
look at them one at a time. Then we can wake up and not reduce our
youths to laboratory rats.

Already here in India immorality is one of the main reasons for abortions:
the termination of the baby in the womb. Altogether eleven million babies
are killed in this way every year in India! [7] That’s equivalent to everyone
in one of the largest cities in India every year being totally wiped out. If
Pakistan kills two soldiers near the Kashmir border everyone is outraged.
What if Pakistan were to nuke one whole large city in India every year?
This is happening! Eleven million babies killed not by Pakistan but by
doctors and their own parents. One of the roots of the problem is over
sexual saturation due to pornography. If you are watching blue movies
regularly you are contributing to the baby genocide which we will explain
in the second half of this book.
How would you feel if someone got your naked photo and put it up on the
college notice board? Or say you are engaged to a girl and one of your
class mates has distributed photos of her naked around to all the boys in
your class? How would you feel? Defiled, angry, enraged… Every porno
photo men look at is someone else’s wife, daughter, sister.
One Lifetime Lover
Your eyes are made for one lifetime lover alone. If you look at hundreds
of girls’ naked photos (I’m writing this from a guy’s perspective but it all
equally applies to girls…), do you really think you will be satisfied with
your future wife? No one posts porno of ugly plain girls only the most
attractive. So after you marry what if your future wife is less beautiful?
Even if this is not the case having such a variety of stimuli is actually
robbing your future wife of your passion. It is increasing your threshold
for stimulation to a level higher than a single woman can satisfy. Girls, do
you want your future husbands coming to be intimate with you after
having saturated themselves with multiple girls through the internet? It’s
not only a photo, it’s an experience which is designed to be only with one
lifetime lover. That’s the original design, God did not make a mistake.
The father of this nation prophetically warned this generation of youths
not to indulge in blue movies. He warned us not to speak or hear evil and
also not to see evil. Our bodies are designed by a highly intelligent being
to have certain levels of hormones and stimulation from our married
partner. When watching multiple blue movies that level is crossed and
our threshold for satisfaction is damaged.
Romantic love is such a special gift from God who created it. Think of
the moment when class mates (when conversation between them finishes
and they are both staring at each other) suddenly realize that they both
like each other! It is the source of so much pleasure and comfort. The
level of love between an engaged couple is a beautiful experience not to

be spoilt. Your future marriage is meant to give ultimate feelings and
friendship. Porno robs people of this. Blue movies are twisting people
away from the ultimate enjoyment with a lifetime lover: their wife /
husband. You can’t have the fulfilment in both camps. If you engage in
porno now you’ll damage your relationship with your future lover. When
you stand next to your fiancé about to be married you want to be giving
yourself fully to her / him, not partially if you have already indulged
through photos. Why spoil 50 years of love for the sake of a few years of
perversion? Why not delete all the porno from your mobile right now?
Whenever the issue of rape comes into the news, people blame the
government for not giving tougher punishments and the police for not
catching the rapists. Few, however, ask what the cause of the increase in
this violent crime could be. Is it not obvious that if men saturate
themselves with more and more explicit sexual scenes in blue movies that
their lust for gratification will increase to the point where some will cross
the line of law and conscience and rape some innocent girl? When
watching multiple images and videos they are reprogramming their
expectations and desires, bottling up an increasing measure of lust,
potentially exploding out in the acts of sexual perversion and violence
which we are witnessing in India.
Your eyes are like a single light bulb in a room at night. If there is light in
the light bulb then the whole room will light up. If there is darkness in the
light bulb (when it’s off) then there will be darkness in the whole room.
In the same way if you look at the darkness on your mobile or computer
screen your whole spirit will become full of darkness, increasing all of the
following: your level of anger, feeling of rebellion towards parents, lack
of ability to concentrate on studies, lack of discipline in general, apathy,
and increase in lustful thoughts whatever activity you’re engaged in.
Some say that there is a demon behind every porno film or image ready to
demonize every person that invites them in through watching.
One youth decided to stop watching porn. He prayed to God every day to
lead him away from temptation and deliver him from this evil. However
after three weeks in his computer class all the boys were watching porn.
He gave in and typed the porno web site on his computer. As he pressed
enter the whole network crashed including all computers in his lab and
his own. God answered his prayer to keep him away from temptation!
That happened ten years ago and I am still in touch with him and know
that after that time he never went to porno again, God helped him to
totally overcome. Some prayers God cannot answer but when you ask for

deliverance from a bad habit desperately and repeatedly, He definitely
will answer.
Porno Crime
Girls, how do you feel that your future husband is probably right now in
the habit of looking at hundreds of girls naked every month on his mobile?
Don’t you want to stop this? You can as a group rip down posters
advertising porno movies pasted in the streets you see, like the students of
one college did after our program. One girl started this and then as the
news reached other students the guys went out and ripped down the rest.
If anyone tries to stop you explain according to Indian law IPC section
292 it is 2 years in prison for displaying such posters.
You can send your younger brother into a download centre with his chip
to ask for 2GB of blue movies as a test while you with your friends wait
outside. If the shop agrees then you can all go inside and confront the
shop owner. Tell him he is ruining your future husbands. Tell him he is
perverting the soul of India and spoiling youths. Tell him according to
2008 IT Act he is breaking the law distributing pornography and the legal
punishment is five years in prison! Warn him that you will be sending
other brothers in to test him and will inform the police if caught again!
We have done this in almost 100 download centres, internet cafés, and
DVD shops finding about 70% were willing to give blue movies. We
went in pairs and one guy would pretend to be texting on his mobile when
really he was filming and would catch the shop keeper illegally selling
the porno. Many shops immediately deleted all porno from their
computers. The police have asked us for these videos and we will be
giving them but we decided to give each shop a warning first and then if
recorded the second time to hand it over to the police to take action. We
have chatted to many police sub-inspectors about this issue and it would
be good for you to do so as well in your area once you have secretly
surveyed the download centres in your area to see how many are willing
to give out blue movies. Each police inspector gave a good response to
our work. Recently one shop was caught and forced to pay Rs 25,000 fine.
Many of the police sent notices warning all these sorts of shops in their
jurisdiction and decided to send young new unknown officers in civilian
dress to ask (as a test) for porno. The Inspectors said that if they agreed
they would immediately confiscate the computer as evidence, file a case
within 24 hours and summon the shop owner to court within 2 weeks to
pay a massive fine. If they did not pay they would be imprisoned. The
police do a great job but have so many pressures pulling them in many
directions. They need a little encouragement to take this action. Once

someone is fined you should call the press to publicize the police action
which will be a warning to others to stop the distribution in your area.
This should be repeated every 6 months. This is our plan for Mysore and
a few other parts of Karnataka. Our team cannot do everywhere, will you
help? Evil triumphs when good people do nothing.
The 2000 IT Act was revised in 2008 to try to combat all the filth and
crime on the internet. Publishing or transmitting pornographic images
will now be punished with 3 years in prison and a 5 lakh fine. This means
if you send a nude photo to your friend’s phone by Bluetooth and get
caught you can be sent to prison for 3 years! Similarly publishing or
transmitting blue movies leads to 5 years in prison and a 10 lakh rupee
fine. (This is section 67 and 67A of the 2008 IT Act). So if a download
centre loads someone’s mobile with 2GB of blue movies or a DVD shop
sells or hires out a porno movie it means 5 years imprisonment! Because
the law is on our side here we can use it to the maximum by informing
police of individuals and shops who are violating and making money out
of perverting this nation.
Another suggestion of what you can do to stop all this: whenever you use
an internet café ask the owner to turn the screens around. Explain to him
how youths are being led astray and ruining the chances of happy
marriage through porno and explain that if the screens were public at least
many would be too ashamed to visit such websites openly. The light
shines in the darkness and the darkness cannot overcome it. Just by
removing secrecy, bringing these things into the light and speaking out
about it, the resulting growth in awareness can go along way to remove
the darkness. If you have indulged in porno and are now deciding to do so
no longer please send a list of the websites that tempted you to the cyber
police website: www.cybercrimeps@ksp.gov.in. If they get multiple
recommendations from youths, they will block those websites. Be brief
but tell them why you are sending the website URL’s. Don’t send the
images just the URL’s. Since we are giving this advice to hundreds of
students every month this is an effective strategy and you can all help to
cut this evil tree down at it’s root: porno on the internet. In the subject
line of the email you could write: “Please block these porno websites that
are perverting young people in my college”.
If you find yourselves one Saturday afternoon in a friend’s house (with
their parent’s out) watching a video and suddenly the actors start
undressing and nude scenes are coming, get up and tell your friends that
you can’t watch this filth. If they laugh at you, explain that your eyes are
for your future wife alone. You are not losing out on anything, you are

guarding that which will be so precious to you for life: your lifetime lover.
When all your friends are teasing you and urging you to also join them in
looking at porno you go against the flow and say, “I have something far
better!” They want all their friends to be engaged in this activity so they
can feel less guilty. If someone is holding out and saying no then it means
that they could also abstain and so they feel convicted they are wrong. If
you stand, many will eventually stand against these destructive habits. It
would also be good if you re-read this booklet and take notes so that you
can persuasively argue against these social evils with superior wisdom
and reason.
Terrible Exchange
So many people are beginning to sleep with their boyfriend / girlfriend
before marriage. We need to understand the wonderful purposes of the
physical act of love, so that we do not waste it! People are exchanging a
few months with one or more temporary lovers for 50 years of intimacy
with their lifetime sleeping partners: their husband / wife. Immorality
before marriage spoils intimacy and bonding after marriage. Here’s the
proof: in the West where about 90% of the youths have sex before
marriage, 50% of their marriages end up in divorce! The place where
there should be the greatest love has become the place of the greatest pain,
violence and betrayal. Why is this happening?
The first purpose of the sexual union is to bond the man to the woman.
God knows it is difficult for couples to love and live together for 50 years
so he gives this gift to inspire the deepest level of love between the
couple. The nature of the design is all-out lifetime love. To use this for a
temporary lover is a waste of such a special gift.
Through intercourse two people become one body. This means that a
loving married couple always want to be together, share interests, have
similar opinions about education for their children and hold each other in
ultimate high esteem. Romance does this a little, look at an engaged
couple: how many hours do they chat on the phone every day?
Intercourse takes over where romance started. However it does not make
three people one, only two. So if someone has a physical relationship
without marriage and then marries someone else, they will not be able to
bond with that person properly because they are already joined (for life)
to their first lover. The same is true if someone marries, divorces and tries
to remarry. They should work on the problems in their marriage and not
give up and opt out. (There are some exceptions: if one of the married
partners first commit adultery then they have already broken the marriage
and so divorce is acceptable in this case).

This is why they will argue more and have less peace in their marriage. I
am not saying that this is the only source of arguing. Selfishness, pride,
rage, laziness etc. also rob families of peace. However when people break
their bond before or after their marriage, they are throwing away the
divine seal, the emotional bonding process with their spouse which only
works through personal unique intimacy: one lifetime lover. God
designed sex and marriage. We cannot improve upon His design. Since
He made it to work to knit you together with one person in such passion
that the thoughts of breaking up would be unimaginable, then how can
people increase their sexual fulfilment by having a number of lovers? In
the West all restraint seems to be gone. People go from one sleeping
partner to another. Each break up is so painful. In between lovers there
are often long periods of loneliness and heartache and no intercourse.
When the next lover is found, the level of stimulation is only a fraction of
the design as they are misusing their bodies. Compare this to the faithful
couple who marry as virgins, totally in love with each other and
stimulated on a maximum level continuously. Several times a week for 50
years they enjoy the maximum level of stimulation with each other while
the guy who thought by leaving his wife and going with another
temporary girlfriend is sleeping alone and with just his heartache and his
porno photos! Which way is best? A variety of girls does not lead to the
highest stimulation but intimacy with one girl does: your lifetime lover.
The problem is people don’t want to accept this as to have intimacy with
one girl (their wife), requires compassion before the passion. It takes
great effort to keep serving your wife, forgiving, showing real love not
just lust, to preserve the intimacy. However this is what life is about:
choosing to grow in patience, trust, gentleness and peace. It is the victory
in the moral struggle of the marriage relationship that leads to a peaceful
relationship which is the foundation for maximum romance and sexual
fulfilment. A variety of lovers is a very cheap substitute for this,
springing from a rejection of life’s demand to keep humbling ourselves
and lack of resolve to brace the storms that ultimately try to destroy the
marriage relationship. The purpose of these storms is that once weathered
the individuals have a stronger love and have learnt more about their need
for God’s help and healing in their own dark areas of their characters.
Contract for Love
You may ask: “Ok I’ll have a lifetime lover, my present boyfriend. Yes
I’ll stay and sleep with only him for life but I’ll also sleep with him
before my marriage to him. Then my bonding will only be with him so
that’s ok no?” If you really intend to only have him as your lifetime
sleeping partner then first make sure he agrees to this. Get him to make a

covenant with you in public that this is his commitment. This is what a
wedding is. The marriage covenant simply ensures neither partner is
simply playing around. If you are ready to join yourself to someone
through intercourse then make a covenant to seal the lifetime nature of
this relationship to make sure he does not enjoy your body for a few years
and then go off with someone else, spoiling your life. If he is not willing
to do this then you should not be willing to sleep with him. Intercourse is
marriage! The wedding is the seal of the commitment publicly so it
cannot be easily reversed. “But my parents will not agree!” Maybe they
have some good reasons? Like first finishing your studies. In this case get
engaged in front of both parents and meet in your parents’ houses.
Passion will grow over the months or years of engagement and your
marriage will start with a history of a long season of intense longing for
each other. The physical act in the resulting marriage will be the climax
to the romance which is what it is designed to be. Used out of the context
of romance, for example in one night stands, prostitution or rape so
debases this wonderful gift. In night clubs, drunken discos and multitudes
of films it is advertised as a superior lifestyle to jump in bed with any one
who looks attractive. However such sexual behaviour is devoid of
tempered long-term romance and an empty, phantom of what true
intercourse was designed to be.
Do you really want to lose your parents? Your friends may leave you but
your family will always be your family. You only have one mum and dad.
Today many parents have accepted that their children also have a strong
say in who they marry. Give them time, much time and they will probably
agree, if they have strong reasons to listen to what they are saying. Better
still before you get hooked on one person, let your parents know at an
early stage.
But you say “I’m just dating this guy, I’m not serious. I don’t want to get
to a serious proposal, involving our parents.” Don’t play with love, it’s
too painful when one is seriously in love and the other turns out to be just
playing for fun and then breaks up. The person you ‘loved’ may be
scarred for life, not wanting to marry anyone else or may even take their
life as has often happened. Playing with love can kill… One student in
Mysore was seriously in love with and dating a classmate. When the
girl’s father found out he called her back to their home in Hyderabad only
planning to send her back to Mysore for her final degree exams. Before
the exam, the father got this daughter married in Hyderabad to another
boy. When the guy in love with her found out he could not handle it. He
was broken and mad at her for marrying another. He had played with love
without a covenant and was now facing the consequences. When she

finally came for her exam in Mysore, this boy took a knife in the exam
room and tried to cut her throat in the exam room! Don’t get too serious
with someone until you inform your mum and dad. Don’t allow anyone to
sleep with you without first making a public legal covenant of lifetime
commitment: marriage.
One of my best friends at high school ended up in jail for murder. He was
not a bad guy, he was not in trouble at school or in fights or anything like
that at all. How did it happen? He was engaged to marry a girl who spent
time in his house. Once he came home early and slipped into the house to
surprise his mum and fiancé. However when he went into his bedroom his
fiancé was in bed with another guy! As he looked, at first unobserved, at
the treasure of his life in passionate activity with another person, filled
with disgust, burning with jealousy, feeling defiled and betrayed he
grabbed his hunting gun, loaded it with a bullet and without thinking
about the consequences, there and then shot the adulterous man! All three
lives ruined. Romance and intercourse are designed by God to join people
together for life. If someone else comes in-between it is unbearable, as
these two examples show. That girl, in engaging in immorality, led to the
death of her lover and to the imprisonment of her fiancé. Now that’s not
real love is it?
The next objection I hear is: “But I can’t control myself, the feelings are
too strong.” Yes it is hard sometimes to guard your virginity. That is why
when you do and you present yourself to your fiancé as a virgin on your
wedding day it is such a precious gift you are giving to your lifetime
lover: your purity. It is so hard to preserve so that it can be such a great
wedding present. Also don’t put yourself in situations that make it so
tempting. Don’t meet in secret, in the dark, alone in his house when his
parents are out. Don’t go into his bedroom. Don’t get too close even after
engagement otherwise it will be too hard to control. Again the restraint
before is part of the process to maximize desire ready for the climax of
marriage. Your first night should be your first night!
Bodily Glue
Let me give you an ultra clear example. If I use cellotape to put a poster
on the wall it will stay stuck for a long time. However if I pull that poster
off the wall and try to stick it some where else with the same tape, it
probably will not stay stuck very long but will fall down. Why? Because
the tape has already been used. After removing it, the glue loses much of
its power. It also has dirt, dust and paint on it so it is not so sticky. In the
same way, sex is glue for your body to stick you to one person: your
lifetime lover, your married partner. As long as you stay with that same

person the glue will continue to work fine. In our example, the glue in the
tape continues to work keeping the poster on the wall as long as it is not
removed from its original place. In the same way, in the married
relationship the union keeps the love binding and the relationship
satisfying. If you sleep with a temporary lover, without the bond of
marriage covenant and then marry someone else, your gift will not work
properly with the second lover. There will be dust / paint on your sexual
emotional self. Your bodily glue will not work properly. You will not be
able to bond properly again. This is why you should not sleep with
someone until you are married. It is also why every effort should be made
to avoid divorce, whatever the problems (except adultery). You should
put everything into making your future marriage work, because if it does
not, it would be many times harder with the next person!
If you are reading this and thinking: “I wish I had read this before! What
can I do? It’s too late! I have already gone too far with my lover…” First
ask your creator God for forgiveness. Then ask the guy for a covenant to
seal the relationship for life: get married (you already are half married.) If
they will not agree and they leave you then ask God to restore your
virginity, to take the dust off your glue. With God all things are possible
but you need a miracle from God and few really pursue him until they
receive it. You need to find the truth about His love for you and mercy:
He’ll forgive any sin if the person is really sorry. Spend time alone in
your bedroom or on the roof of your house and cry out to your heavenly
Father God who longs for you to spend intimate time chatting with Him
and he will heal all the pain of a broken relationship and spoilt gift as well.
Understanding the purpose of intercourse as bonding helps us to realize
why pornography is robbing our future partner of our affections if we
indulge in it. If someone looks at a nude photo, through their lust they are
already committing adultery with the person in the photo in their hearts
and hence getting a little dust on their bodily glue. That’s why porno and
blue movies spoil peoples’ chances of a future successful marriage.
Always Crying
The lady living opposite my house in the UK was happily married with
beautiful children and a handsome husband until one day when he
suddenly announced that he was leaving. There had been no bad arguing
or financial disagreements. Her husband had ‘fallen in love with someone
else’, another woman. He left leaving her alone to bring up their children,
work and pay all the bills. Over the next two years this lady cried so
much that whenever she went out she had to wear sunglasses. She did this
to hide the redness in her eyes due to all her crying. She was devastated

as her life was torn apart. Her ‘lifetime’ lover did not stay for life. Her
source of income was ended. What her husband did was evil: divorce for
the sake of a new lover. Those who play with relationships or saturate
themselves with obscene porno movies or photos are setting themselves
up to be unsatisfied with their future marriage partner leading them to do
such an evil act as what happened to my neighbour. Those who are
unfaithful through immorality before their marriage will likely be
unfaithful to their spouse, through committing adultery, after marriage.
Watching many girls before marriage leads to the desire for other girls
after marriage. Don’t spoil your life! Don’t grieve your Creator God.
Don’t waste such a precious gift. Don’t ruin your romance!
Heroes That Are Not Heroes At All
As an English medium student you are or will be saturated from all sides
with the opposite opinion to what you are reading here; in films, TV
serials, adverts, websites and on Facebook. When the films show the
swimming pool party and all the youths getting together and wearing little
and enjoying multiple dates just for fun, they make it seem such a great
way of living. They deliberately don’t include testimonies similar to what
I have given here. They only give half the picture: the romance and often
an implication of sexual activity. The guy takes the girl into the bedroom
and the lights go dim. The next scene he is waking up in the same bed as
her. In the mainline movies they don’t actually show the act as this is
illegal but they imply it, and the ‘lovers’ (in the film) are not married. The
impression projected is that immorality is ok. The ‘lesson’ people are
constantly exposed to in English medium media is that there is nothing
wrong with sex before marriage. They portray the western flirting and no
restraint lifestyle as so wonderful. However, what they are projecting is a
big fat lie! They don’t tell you about all the negative consequences of
these lifestyles. They don’t speak of the horror of the abortion of the
unwanted accidental children conceived, the guilt of the mothers who
seemed forced to kill their own child through abortion, the suicide of the
betrayed partner, the millions of men living on their own as their wives
ran off with another man, or of the millions in the pain of having lost the
lover they felt was for life. It is a huge deception and that is why Rescue
speaks to tens of thousands of students each year to expose these
diabolical lies and protect the futures of the next generation.
Why don’t we just stop these sort of films from being shown? We are
trying. Please sign our petition in this regard (or better still start your own
petition). However the film industry is a multi-billion dollar industry.
When nudity and bedroom scenes are put into films some people enjoy

them more, so more people watch them and so that film director makes
more money. This is why we are up against a big giant. However God is
more powerful than Bollywood. He still uses small people to bring down
big giants.
Unfortunately it is not just English movies, although they are definitely
the worst. Today many language movies are allowing such perverse lust
inspiring scenes, perverting the soul of the nation. The heroes of such
movies are not heroes at all. If you see a ‘hero’ who always participates in
such movies (or worse in blue movies) please anti-advertise them through
your Facebook contacts and email your friends, it only takes a moment.
You could also put the link to this document which is available online at:
www.rescue108.com/book . Start a campaign online against any movie
that is destroying love in India by spewing out lies about the nature of
love through these twisted versions of romance. Why should people make
money out of spoiling the marriages in this great nation? Let it be that any
movie which advertises immorality (or films produced by a director or
involving an actor who are known for supporting such low standards), be
so boycotted that Bollywood is forced to change its standards seeing that
they lose money if they include these bad scenes.
Recently there was a ‘Fast-Tract’ watch advert where the boy would
wake up every morning with a different girl. He was portrayed as such a
‘cool guy’ having so many sleeping partners. Fortunately the census
board was forced to ban the advert after so many complaints. Complaints
are powerful. If you see something not acceptable on TV google the
program name and find the phone number, phone and complain! Do it
gently with a spirit of wanting to protect Indian society. It is not just
because of meaningless tradition but because of so many good reasons for
this aspect of India culture, as we have discussed. Because these films
appeal to such a strong desire within us film makers exploit this desire
and, as previously mentioned, are robbing our future marriages. These
desires are meant to be inside lifetime love (marriage) alone. I am not
speaking against boy-girl attraction or dating scenes. Remember the
Kannada movie ‘Janumada Jodi’. It was a great family movie. No bad
scenes. Fully about love but without any suggestion of immorality. In the
final scene Shivaraj Kumar walks off holding the girl’s hand; that’s all.
Why can’t the films keep to this standard? Actually there was one scene
of adultery in this film. However the film portrayed the adulterers
correctly in a bad way, shunning the activity, and hence the film protects
society instead of polluting it. The problem today is that the reverse is
happening. It is the hero that does the bedroom scene instead of the
villain. It makes a huge difference and I encourage you to guard your

heart when watching movies. Don’t believe the lie. Don’t allow a seed of
“wow that’s nice” to enter and defile your conscience or your jokes!
Never joke about immorality, it’s not a joke when millions of lives are
being ruined.
Count Down Karnataka
Now is the time to take action about this. Kannada films which up until
now have not allowed such immorality promoting movies to be cleared,
are slowly buckling to pressure, seeing the success of their Hindi
counterparts. We need to put pressure on the film census board to not
clear any such movies. Also they should subject English and Hindi
movies to the same standards as they do for Kannada before being cleared
for viewing in cinema or TV in Karnataka. Unfortunately it seems the
head of the Karnataka census board himself is a film director! He
obviously has vested interests. This should not be allowed. God help us.
Yes, definitely He will. He is far more powerful than all the film directors
put together. Ultimately good will always triumph over evil, whose side
do you want to be on? Recently after so many gang rapes the Samajwadi
Party leader Abu Asim Azmi argued correctly that any film with nudity
should be banned by censes board and that ladies should be on this census
board. Good advice! When Miss World came to Bangalore in 1996 many
voices such as the RSS were against having ladies in their underwear
parading before the cameras. However the secularists prevailed and it was
allowed. More voices need to rise for purity to prevail and save this
nation from going down the drains of perversion like so many other
nations.
Some may say: “Hey these are only stories in films. They’re not real,
therefore it does not matter what values they portray.” Not true. All great
speakers, politicians, religious leaders, freedom fighters in their speeches
often use figurative examples to make their points, stories or parables
which clearly illustrate the points they are trying to make. In this way
they persuade their audiences and have great influence as history has
proved. In the same way movies do have spiritual power to influence
peoples’ decisions, values, and consciences: be careful what you see!
Xbox
For example take the level of violence we see in Xbox and Play-Station
boys’ shooting games. In one scene the children have to be a terrorist in
an airport and kill as many of the civilians as possible! Now in USA
almost every house has such TV games and what is the fruit? We see
young Americans going into primary schools with guns killing children,
teachers and finally themselves shocking the nations but merely reaping

what was sown. The average American has seen 10,000 murders in games
and films by the time he finishes high school. America is the most violent
nation on earth today: what you see does effect how you behave!
‘007’
Also films stir the human heart at the deepest level. You watch one hour
of thrilling action in which you are drawn to love the goodness of the
hero; then he suddenly sleeps with the heroine! What are the children
meant to conclude? One generation ago in UK the standards of marriage
were that of Christian fidelity which means no sex before marriage like
traditional India. However secularization and hitting the youth on every
side with such media changed all this. For example, one favourite hero
there was ‘James Bond’. In his movies, he was on the verge of death for
two hours but always survived and saved the world. However he would
always get the most beautiful girlfriend and sleep with her in the film.
One generation later after the Bond movies 90% of the youths in UK
don’t wait for their marriage but loose their purity. The west is proof of
the negative effects of allowing these scenes in films, we don’t want it
here. No more human laboratory rats!
Personal Commitment to Change
We are thinking about two very serious bad things that provokes our
Creator God: killing children through abortion and committing adultery
through pornography. However we should also remember that there are
many other issues that he also will not tolerate: lying to avoid trouble,
copying in exams, bad language, back answering and disobeying parents,
lazy lifestyles watching so much TV, doing little to help at home and only
studying seriously last week before exams. It is not good enough to
decide to stop watching porno, you need to make a personal commitment
to avoid all bad habits and behaviour. Unless this is a strong decision
inside you, you will fall into temptation. What is the point of your life?
Why are you here? Why did God create you? This life is a moral test.
God allows so much temptation and evil all around to sort people into two
groups. Those who truly love God and hate sin and those who reject the
truth, follow evil and don’t care about right and wrong. It does matter
how we live our life, it determines where we will go forever after we die.
This is the most serious and important issue in life. Where will you go
after you die? Have you ever thought about that? Everyone ends up in
paradise or prison forever. Heaven or hell. Choosing to turn away from
pornography is essential to ensure eternal life. Would God let perverts
adulterers or child murderers into heaven? If he did, heaven would not be
heaven! You have serious exams at the end of every year or semester.

They determine whether you will get a challenging, well paid career or
not, for the rest of your life! In the same way your whole life is a moral
test given by God that determines your eternal destiny. Surely you want
to pass this test? Make a quality decision that you will never deliberately
do anything that you know is wrong. Be quick to ask forgiveness from
those you argue with even if they did something worse to you. Never take
a bribe, it perverts justice, it is corrupt, and it makes you fail the test of
life. What’s the point of getting Rs 10,000 but loosing your very self
forever? In this life doing what’s right is not always immediately
personally beneficial, but the consequences in the next life are
immeasurable. Most people assume they are basically good. However
when arguing if hatred erupts and all sorts of mean insults come out of
our mouths this in God’s sight is murder! To really pass life’s main test, it
has to be our devotion to resist all temptation not just porno, although this
is a good place to start. Is this your greatest aim? If not you may pass
everything else but fail God’s exam.
So many guys have come to me saying that they tried to give up porno
but were unable. They did not realize they were addicted until they learnt
it was wrong and tried to stop watching it. Then the battle began! The
problem is that in our inner being we have such moral weakness.
However God will give a new nature to any one who truly wants to
change. Actually no one can overcome bad habits, laziness, excessive lust,
anger, selfishness or greedy attitudes by their own determination alone.
Try it! We lack something on the inside. Something has gone wrong with
the human design, something only God can fix. He has a rescue plan to
give new zeal for fighting temptation, new reactions to when people
insult us, and new self-control to overcome blue movies.
I was an atheist, with no faith at all. While at college some of my friends
believed in God and for the first time in my life I started to think about it.
My friends persuaded me to try and have a personal relationship with
God as my father in heaven. As soon as I began to chat to Him and
confess each day the things I had done wrong, I began to experience His
changing power. As I began to take the exam He gives seriously I found
out that more than anyone He wants people to pass! My Dad was also an
atheist but said the biggest proof that God exists was the change in my
life. Also after experiencing the power of God I began to have a genuine
concern for the world we live in. Before that time I did not really care.
People ask me why I left England to come to live in India, the answer is
definitely because I feel a higher calling, or purpose, part of a divine plan.
I told God I would do with my life what ever he wanted, after all He has
the best plan. I thought it would be really boring, but serving the infinite

Almighty one is the best way of living. It is clean, honourable, noble and
pure to live for what is right, starting by allowing a caring Fatherly God
to clean up our own lives.
Look at a caterpillar. It starts out as a worm, hibernates for a few weeks
and emerges as a beautiful flying butterfly. This is what God wants to do
in everyone’s life. But he will not force anyone. We all start out as worms.
How many guys in your class watch porno? Most stay as worms and miss
out on the most important thing in life. Do you want to be transformed?
Boys Marrying Boys?
One of the worst fruits of immersion into pornography is the potential it
has to change the orientation of someone’s sexuality. In the western
countries where there has been such an increase in homosexuality that
they have even legalized gay marriage. The homosexual lobby has
become a powerful political force. This has reached such a level that in
some parts of the west (e.g. Europe and Canada) you can be sent to jail
even if you just condemn the practise of a man sleeping with a man.
Lesbianism is rampant. In history there are famous cities like Sodom and
Gomorrah which God completely wiped out because of the homosexual
perversion.[13] If you explain the issue of homosexuality to a year 10 class,
look at their reaction. They are horrified and disgusted. That is the correct
reaction. It is un-natural and debase.
Be warned. There is link between porno and the change in orientation of
sexuality. When sexual restraint is thrown off, gratification is quickly
reduced from normal porn and people look for: hard porn; child porn; or
violent porn. Subsequently, guys loose satisfactions in girls completely
and turn to homosexuality for perverse stimulation! Do you want this to
happen to you? Don’t laugh. We can not play around with these things.
Love is so beautiful and precious it’s crazy to pervert, corrupt and waste
it in ways that satisfy less because they are not according to the original
design. In the short term there seems to be great fun and enjoyment but
in the long term its doomed to pain and frustration in lifestyles that don’t
work, (as the west has proved). India legalized homosexuality a few years
back and many politicians are trying to legalize gay marriage. It is time to
rise up and be outspoken against this. Such practises and their sources
need to be exposed and condemned not encouraged.
What happens in our social circles if this is left to avalanche? In India
boys keep be a little distance from girls and vice versa due to the potential
attraction which potentially exists. Therefore guys are closest to many
guys in friendship except for the one girl who comes along to be the one
to be loved and married. However in many western countries today, (I

know because I am from England), boys cant get too close even to boys
without the boy feeling suspicious: “Does he like me, is he homosexual?”.
Homosexuality fuelled by pornography has become so pervasive that
guys have been robbed of close friendships; ‘chumminess’. Platonic
touches of pure friendship are now impossible without arousing suspicion
even from the same sex! Homosexuals say “Our lifestyle is our own
choice, it does not affect any one else.” Yes it does! It ruins friendship on
mass. Guys can no longer be really close to guys.
Immorality grows to such extent in countries that don’t firmly put the
breaks on that you can not even talk to, let alone play with someone else’
children without arousing suspicion as to whether or not you are a
paedophile, that is after there children for the purpose of lust, to rape
them! In India we are not at this level yet, but if continue on this path, we
will end up in this same place, (as the rest of the world proves). ‘Meera
Barath Mahan’! Yes India is great, but India you are loosing your
greatness. You have a better family culture compared to most countries,
why do you want to loose it? Here you can be chummy and close in
innocence with friends of the same gender. Here you can play with
neighbours children without any issues. Lets not loose this harmony and
order by opening the door to a flood of perversion by allowing the whole
generation of youths to be immersed in pornography with these inevitable
consequences.
One student told me he was homosexual but did not want to be and asked
what he should do. I told him to quit all wrong relationships and pray
regularly for God’s help to change him. I met him about a year later and
he shared with joy that he had quit but only by praying at least five times
a day, specifically that God would give him self control. If you pray for a
government job, God may not answer, (everyone prays for government
job), but if you earnestly pray for purity and self control the true God will
definitely answer you. The young humble student was delivered with
God’s kind help.
The Intensity Of The Entry Level
Romance is so intensely pleasurable in the early stages. This is why
parents try to keep their daughters distant from boys and expect them to
be home early, as it is so easy for them to ‘fall’ in love. This is why we
have single-sex high schools and colleges so that love is not awakened
too early. Propriety is maintaining correct distance and appropriate
behaviour between boys and girls. People go to one of two extremes on
this issue: some give complete restriction so that if they ever see a boy
and girl talking they assume they are sleeping together! This leads to so

much suspicion and accusation. They allow no room for interaction in a
pure way between boys and girls. This extreme is usually practised in
villages. Others, like in the west, have no restriction: boys and girls are
allowed to spend time alone even in the evenings. This leads to so much
temptation, inappropriate romance and immorality. We need to find a
good balance between the two extremes.
Aids
Most people have heard about AIDS, caused by the HIV virus, but some
don’t realize how exactly it is mostly transferred. The HIV virus destroys
the human defence system. This is like the army inside your body. If a
country wants to attack India, first they must take out the army. HIV
destroys the immune system so that any number of diseases can infest the
body and gradually, over about seven years, the body disintegrates.
People don’t die of AIDS, they die from a multitude of diseases that
AIDS has allowed in to the body. Viruses, fungi and parasites may affect
nearly every organ system[19][20]. Other common consequences are:
prolonged fevers, various viral induced cancers [18], meningitis in the
brain, retinitis in the eyes, TB in lungs, tumurs in multiple organs
including the skin and chronic diarrhea. The most common initial
conditions that alert to the presence of AIDS are pneumocystis
pneumonia [17].
The HIV virus can be transferred from direct blood contact with someone
else’s blood who is HIV positive but this is extremely unlikely. If you fall
off your bike and graze your arm, do you run up to someone else who is
bleeding and touch your blood to theirs? Even if you did still there is only
slight chance of transferring HIV. Now that we know more about hygiene,
blood is tested before transfusion and needles are changed for each new
patient by doctors giving injections. You are too old now to get HIV from
a parent. However if a person is HIV positive and you have a sexual
relationship with them within several months you have an 80% [21] of
being infected with HIV in this way it is estimated 84% [22] of HIV
patients caught it through immoral sexual activities by themselves or their
spouse.
AIDS is a clear sign that our Creator designed marriage as the best way
for people to live and that he will not sit quietly if people en masse adopt
other lifestyles and play with sex without commitment. An ‘innocent’ guy
goes to a lodge to sleep with new girlfriend he’s known for only a short
time. She leaves very early the next morning before he’s awake with a
note on the bed reading: “Welcome to the world of AIDS.” Again and
again we hear these stories of guys or girls who know they have AIDS

but still sleep with people. This is murder. Immorality has become in
some situations suicide! Don’t risk it. If a virgin marries a virgin they
wont get aids!

Abortion
Genocide means the mass destruction of human life through war or the
hands of a ruthless dictator. Cambodia, Rwanda, Nazi Germany, and
Stalin’s Russia are terrible examples of recent genocides where millions
of innocent lives were taken executed evil men. All condemn and lament
these occurrences of genocide which has reared its ugly head repeatedly
throughout history. However what few realize is that the biggest genocide
is happening in our generation, right now. It is also an attack on the most
innocent members of society: the children. Previous genocides were
millions but this one is hundreds of millions [2]. Twenty crore children
have been killed in the last 40 years in India alone. That is 30 times more
than the number of Jews Adolf Hitler killed!
Who is killing all these children? Their parents. How are they killing
them? Giving them poison or cutting them to pieces. Why are they killing
them? Because they are: unwanted; too much work; a little bit disabled;
too expensive to bring up; and thought not to be real human beings as
they are small and undeveloped. When are they killing them? Before they
are born, while still inside their mother’s womb through an abortion. The
genocide of babies is one of the greatest evils ever in history and it can
and must be stopped.
We need to answer some critical questions: Why do people have
abortions? Are they ever justifiable? How far developed is the foetus /
baby when the abortions are carried out? How is an abortion done? How
many are actually taking place? What does God think about abortion?
What can we do to stop this?
First a question for you: when does life begin? At birth or conception or
some time in between the two? The reason for including the photos in this
book is so that you can answer this question. In New Zealand a new law
was enforced recently that made it compulsory for mothers to see these
photos before they were allowed to request an abortion.
When does life begin?
What is the difference between the foetus and a born baby? Size and stage
of development but not value or humanity. An abortion ends a human life:
it is a murder. It is not just an operation to remove a failed kidney or
appendix. It is killing of a baby. Not a potential human being but a human

being with potential. Biologically there is no difference between a foetus
in the womb and a baby outside other than stage of development. The
only difference is that the one outside is wanted. Foetus comes from Latin
word meaning young one or young child. In the famous cartoon film
“Horton hears a Who! [16]” is the prophetic line: “Even though you can’t
see them or hear them at all, a person is a person however small.” If it’s a
person, then abortion is always wrong whatever the reason. For those who
argue that life begins at birth I would like to ask a question: How about
five minutes before the baby is born? One month before it’s born? Or if
the baby is being born and is half out can you stab it? This is called
partial birth abortion. The doctor will stab the baby in its head while the
head is still inside its mother but the legs and body are outside. President
Obama voted for this type of abortion to be allowed, although once the
horror of this abominable practice was publicized it was banned. It was
originally justified by saying the baby at this stage was not yet born and
so not really alive as the head was still inside! What warped reasoning!
Complex and Human
Let’s look at the scientific facts about the foetus. This will help answer
the question of whether and at which stage it is a person. A newly
fertilized egg contains a staggering amount of genetic information,
sufficient to control the individual’s growth and development for his
entire lifetime. A single thread of DNA from a human cell contains
information equivalent to a library of one thousand volumes. By fourteen
days the child produces a hormone that suppresses the mother’s menstrual
period. By thirty days she has multiplied in size ten thousand times. At
40days the pre-born child’s brain waves can be recorded. By 42 days her
brain is controlling the movement of muscles and organs. By nine weeks
a child will bend fingers around an object placed in the palm. Fingernails
are forming and the child is sucking her thumb. By ten weeks the child
squints, swallows, and frowns. By eleven weeks she urinates, makes a
wide variety of facial expressions, and even smiles. All this happens in
the first trimester, the first three months of life. In the remaining six
months in the womb nothing new develops or begins functioning. The
fully intact child only grows and matures.
The first major organ to be fully operational is the heart, which develops
within three weeks. This is essential as blood from the mother needs to be
pumped around the foetus’ body for growth in every area. Average
abortions occur around eight weeks. By this time the baby’s heart has
been beating for five weeks already. It’s an indisputable scientific fact
that each and every surgical abortion stops a beating heart and stops

already measurable brain waves. What do we call it when a person no
longer has a heartbeat or brain waves? Death. What should we call it
when there is a heartbeat and there are brain waves? Life. Every abortion
ends a human life. In some nations they are trying to bring out the
‘heartbeat bill’: if you can detect a heart beat the abortion is illegal.
Many adults will not accept abortion as ending a human life. This is
mainly because they cannot see the baby in the womb. That is until now.
Please use this information and the photos in this book to show all your
friends and relatives and save children’s lives. Some people don’t want to
talk about this topic as they or many of their friends have had abortions
and so they don’t even want to consider that what they threw away was
actually a person, with life, their own child. Yes it will cause a little pain
to stop this genocide but we are not saying all this to condemn the
previous generation but to make sure the next generation does not repeat
this terrible mistake.
Some people argue that it is not clear exactly when life begins and so go
ahead with an abortion. However surely they should not take the chance
in case their foetus has life. For example if you are driving a truck in a
primary school at lunch time and you have to reverse and cannot see
properly behind, if it’s not clear whether there are any children in your
path or not, would you continue driving or not? You would not take the
chance, just in case a small child is sitting there. For those who are not
sure whether there is life in the foetus or not they should not take the
chance! The Medical Termination of Pregnancy (MTP) should be
renamed MTB: Medical termination of Baby!
In India today, there is a huge and singular group of living human beings
who have no protection under the law and are being killed en-masse
every day. Is that not astounding?! It is astounding, but not wholly
unprecedented. This isn’t the first time a specific group of human beings
have been stripped of their rights of personhood, and consequently
brutalised. 200 years ago we celebrated the abolition of slavery. Africans
were sold into slavery and treated as property. This was justified on the
premise that they were sub-human. In Nazi Germany, millions of Jews
were mistreated and murdered justified on the premise that they were subhuman. There remains one, and only one, group of human beings in the
world today for which being human is not enough. The inconvenience of
their existence has resulted in a legal loophole of shameful proportions.
What is a person? A person is a human being (unless, of course, you
haven't been born yet, in which case we'll define personhood in any way

possible so as to exclude you, kill you and forget you). This is civilised
society?
Why did India legalize Abortion?
The Medical Termination of Pregnancy (MTP) Act, which was enacted
by the Indian Parliament in the year 1971, legalized abotion for limited
circustances, to be carried out only by highly qualified expereinced
gynaecologists and only in government approved hospitals and clinics.
The purpose of the medical restrictions was to make abortions safer.
Before this time abortion was illegal and if a woman had an abortion she
could be imprisoned for up to seven years and the Dr who performed the
operation for three years. This had been the law for more than 100 years,
correctly understanding abortion as the termination of a child’s life.
Therefore at that time abortion operations could not be carried out openly.
People who still illegally sought for them would have to go to ‘back
street’, under-equipped, simple clinics where the operations where unsafe
and unhygeinic. In these clinics hundreds of ladies were dying every year.
In order to stop this, India legalized abortion. However just because
something is unsafe does not mean it should be legalized. For example,
escaping fast in a car, after robbing a bank, with a potential high speed
police chase is very dangerous. This does not mean we should legalize
bank robbing to stop the robbers dying in car accidents! Also having
legalized abortion more not less mothers die. How can this be? After
legalization demand for abortion increased exponentially. Even though
the operation is much safer the mass increase in abortion means that more
ladies die as result of abortion complications now. 20,000 ladies a year in
India.[3] The increased safety dwindles into insignificance because of the
exponential increase in the numbers of abortionafter legalization, leading
to more maternal deaths not less: legalization is a failed policy.
An even greater reason for legalization however was to control the
population in India. Whenever I teach against abortion in colleges, always
someone will stand up and argue that we need abortion to control the
population. I ask that student to come forward explaining that I have a
gun in my bag and I would like to thank the student for his concern and
dedication to help the country by allowing us to terminate him! The
student often says: “Not me, my baby!” before he has a chance to realize
what he has said. Over-population is an important subject but the answer
is not to kill some of the children!
40 years back there were 3.5 billion people on earth. At that time so many
felt that the world would no longer be able to feed its inhabitants if the
population grew any more. They felt there would be imminent mass death

due to starvation. However now the population has crossed seven billion.
Somehow the world has found a way to feed twice as many people as
were alive when they were panicing unnecessarily about the population
increase. The only place where people starve to death today is where
there are wars or extreme famine, not where the population is large! As
the population has increased so has technology enabling much more of
the earth to be cultivated with masses of space still available for increase.
Wells are dug deeper today than ever providing mass increase in water
supply to irrigate multitudes of new farmlands. The population in India in
the 1960 census was 400 million. We have trebled our population since
they legalized abortion! Abortion does not control the population nor did
it need to. How many people are starving today in India? None. That fear
led to twenty crore babies being executed unnecesarily!
There are several groups of Indians who will not have abortions: Muslims
and Catholics for example. So they have an average of about five children
per family whilst Hindus and Buddists and Jains have average two
children. So the population will not be controlled if all the Hindus have
abortions, the nation will just become less Hindu! The demographics will
change, the population will continue to increase. The Times of India
quoted a report that said that India will become majority Muslim by
2035.[4] Following this an RSS leader encouraged all Hindus to have three
children each not just two!
The motivation for controlling the population was to avoid poverty. With
a tripled population India is now the most prosperous it has ever been!
The largest two countries in the world: China and India are among the
few that have growing economies whilst the rest of the world teeters on
the verge of economic collapse. With outsourcing and internet
technologies ‘large’ no longer means poor.
The MTP (or MTB) law allows abortion mainly for extreme reasons such
as rape, severe handicap of the baby or if the mother’s life is in danger.
However today these three reasons combined account for only 1% or 2%
of abortions![5] The main reason now is that the child is simply not
wanted. People en masse are misusing the spirit of the original MTP Act
to avoid the responsibility of looking after an extra child. Terminating it
seems a better option, if people are ignorant to the true murderous nature
of abortion. Later we’ll look more carefully at some of the main real
reasons why people practise abortion.
How many abortions are happening?
When we answer this question in the colleges many start to cry. The
worst thing about abortion is that it has grown unrestrained to epidemic

proportions. Half a million babies are killed in Karnataka, for instance,
through abortion every year, that’s 1500 every day or all the students in
four average colleges killed EVERY DAY! If one college was blown up
by terrorists once a year, the whole world would hear about it and help us
stop the terrorist group, but few are bothering to address the issue of this
baby genocide.
Abortions Stats: [2] [8]

For every three pregnancies one is aborted. This means we are killing one
third of all the children God is giving us in India.[10] It is meant to be a
womb not a tomb. If you see a pregnant lady you give her your seat. All
look after her to protect the baby. That’s how it should be. However the
womb has become the most dangerous place in India. Statistically it is
more dangerous than in the forest with terrorists, national highway in rush
hour, or the Pakistan/India border for soldiers! A one in three chance of
being poisoned or chopped up!
When we share these statistics to newspaper editors at first they don’t
believe them. The reaction is, if there are really this many babies being
killed why is not anyone else shouting about it? Because it messes with
people’s freedoms having to have more children. People want the fun but
not the fruit. That’s why they don’t want to deal with this issue. But there
are hundreds of youths beginning to shout…

Methods Of Abortion
1. Baby Poison
Abortions can be split into two groups: medical and surgical. It takes
about one month or more for a lady to find out that she is pregnant. After
this there is a short period in which tablets (medical) can terminate the
pregnancy otherwise an operation is necessary (surgical).
The abortion tablets operate in different ways. Some cause the
mother’s womb to act as if its time for the baby to be born and so her
muscles push the baby out of the womb. For a nine month old baby the

bones are strong enough to survive the push, to be born healthily.
However at six to eight weeks, the new baby is so fragile that the
mother’s contractions crush its tiny body to death. It’s like putting a new
born child next to a wall and driving a bulldozer into it. Do you want your
body to become a baby crusher? Other abortion tablets or injections
directly kill the baby (like saline solution). Either way the tablets kill the
child. What do you call a medicine which when taken causes the person
to die? Poison. Please in future always refer to the abortion tablet for
what it really is: baby poison! In an average India city like Mysore, in this
way 35 children are poisoned per day or 1000 a month[9]. That’s one
primary school class of children poisoned every day in every city of India!
Our team and other students have visited dozens of medical shops and
tried to persuade them to stop selling baby poison. Some deny it so we
started to ask them first for abortion tablets before we reveal our purpose.
Most gave them even without a doctor’s prescription which is totally
illegal. Then we show them the photos in this book of the pre-born babies.
We took videos in many places and threatened to give them to the press.
This stopped the distribution of this ‘medicine’ for some time. It’s good
to keep reminding medical shops that the purpose of their medicine is to
save life not take it. When you visit your doctor, after you receive his
advice and medicine for your sickness you can ask for an abortion tablet
and see if he gives it. If so, plead with him to stop killing babies.
2. D and E
This is the most common method of abortion in India. It is also the most
cruel and violent. The baby’s body is systematically cut into pieces and
pulled out of the mother’s womb. The baby is too big to come out in one
go (around 2-3 months) so it is cut out piece by piece (dilation and curette,
D&C) or if done at later stages of the pregnancy (4-5 months) it is
performed as described below, (dilation and evacuation D&E). The
doctor will enlarge the lady’s entrance to her womb. He will insert an
instrument like cutting pliers and first grab a leg. He will twist the pliers
to tear off the limb and pull it out. He will continue limb by limb and
finally snap the spine and crush the head to bring it out. The photos at the
back of this book clearly show this savage act. These photos were taken
from text books which are used to train gynaecologists to perform this
operation. After removing all the limbs the abortionist arranged the
dismembered parts on the table to make sure nothing is missing as seen in
the last photo. There is a saying in a holy book: “What ever you do to the
unborn babies will be done to you! An eye for an eye, leg for leg, life for
life.” Perhaps that is why there is such an increase in terrorist bombs

blowing up all around the world, killing people or leaving them without
arms or legs! I am sure God does not want to harm anyone but he will be
strict to deter people from harming the most innocent members of society:
the babies. When I teach this around Karnataka I hear many testimonies
like nurses who took part in so many abortion operations, by throwing
away the aborted babies. At young ages they tell of having strokes leaving their hands, that threw away the babies, paralyzed. People are
alarmed about global warming and climate change leading to an increase
of massive natural disasters but perhaps these come from another source.
If you were God what would you do if everyone is murdering your
children you created?
Using this method 120 babies are ripped apart every day in Bangalore and
3500 every month! Just imagine if some drunk guys went to a primary
school and cut off a small screaming girl’s arms and legs and ran off.
How would you react? Even without drink we are chopping up four lakhs
babies every month in India. Someone needs to stop this.
Some doctors have self-interest to carry out abortions: money. How many
have lied about the health of the foetus and a perfectly healthy child is
born? They get lots of money for the fairly quick simple abortion
procedure. On the other hand, one abortionist watched the ultra sound
scan of the baby trying to avoid the knife, trying to escape from its doom
of being cut to pieces and never performed an abortion again.
3. Hysterotomy
In one of the photos, near the front page, you can see four babies in a
waste bin. Late term abortions are carried out by having a caesarean
operation. This is normally used for complicated deliveries in which the
mother’s womb is cut open and the baby safely taken out at about nine
months and put into an intensive care unit (ICU). This is when the baby is
wanted. However if the baby is not wanted the same operation is carried
out at around five or six months into the pregnancy. The womb is cut and
the baby taken out whole but instead of being put into an ICU it is put in
the bin! Sometimes the baby starts to cry after being taken out and is left
on the doctor’s table struggling for life until it dies. Even at this early
stage if put into an ICU it would have a good chance of surviving! So on
one side of the hospital is a lady having a (six months) baby that she
wants and on the other side at the same stage of pregnancy a lady having
a baby she does not want. Both have the caesarean operation. Both babies
are born healthily. One is put into the place where they can give it
intensive care, the other is left to die and thrown into the bin! We need to
expose this evil!

After we did an abortion seminar in one church, one lady shared her
experience. She had worked for a little time in a nursing clinic. One day
the nurse asked her to empty the waste bin outside. As she did, three dead
babies fell out! She left her job. This was in Nanjungud near Mysore.
This is not just happening abroad but all over India.
You can near the front of this book the photo of Baby Amillia born at
only five months, that is four months early. She spent four months being
carefully looked after in hospital before her mother could take her home
perfectly healthy. If during that time a doctor had come even with the
mother’s permission and stabbed the baby and ended its life they would
have been put in prison. However if Amillia had not been born early but
the mother wanted an abortion and asked the doctor to stab her baby
inside her womb people say she did a good thing for the country! What
hypocrisy!
Hysterotomy Abortionist’s Testimony
"The doctors would remove the foetus while performing hysterotomies
and then lay it on the table, where it would squirm until it died. They all
had perfect forms and shapes. I couldn't take it. No nurse could."
Joyce Craig, director of a Brooklyn clinic of Planned Parenthood, who assisted in abortion for two months,
then quit.

"You would just look in the buckets and see arms and legs. I have
horrible dreams about that now. It was something you would see in a
scary movie."
Former clinic worker Kirsten Breedlove

"I look inside the bucket in front of me. There is a small naked person in
there, floating in a bloody liquid- plainly the tragic victim of a drowning
accident. But then perhaps this was no accident, because the body is
purple with bruises and the face has the agonised tautness of one forced to
die too soon.
"Pro-abortion" author Magda Denes "Performing Abortions" [12]

"I remember an experience as a resident on a hysterotomy. I remember
seeing the baby move underneath the sack of membranes, as the
caesarean incision was made, before the doctor broke the water. The
thought came to me, "My God, that's a person" Then he broke the water.
And when he broke the water, it was like I had a pain in my heart, just
like when I saw that first suction abortion. Dr in training.
“And then he delivered the baby and I couldn't touch it. I wasn't much of
an assistant. I just stood there and the reality of what was going on finally
began to seep into my calloused brain and heart. They took that little baby
that was making little sounds and moving and kicking and set it on that

table in a cold, stainless steel bowl. Every time I would look over while
we were repairing the incision in the uterus and finishing the Caesarean. I
would see that little person moving in that bowl. And it kicked and
moved less and less, of course, as time went on. I can remember going
over and looking at the baby when we were done with the surgery and the
baby was still alive. You could see the chest was moving and the heart
was beating, and the baby would try to take a little breath until the battle
was over and it moved no more and it really hurt inside, and it began to
educate me as to what abortion really was." [11]
4. Other Methods
There are other barbaric methods of abortion like sucking the baby out
with a vacuum cleaner-like machine which is 29 times more powerful that
that used to clear the inside of cars or carpet in houses. Also injecting
saline solution into the womb which burns all the baby’s skin and it dies.
Negative Effects On Mothers
As well as the baby, the mother also suffers through having an abortion.
There have been many studies into the after effects of abortion. Their
combined results paint a haunting picture of physical and psychological
damage among millions of women who have undergone abortions.
There are negative after effects on women: Some of the women who have
abortions have complications in subsequent pregnancies and 3 to 5%
would be barren for a life time.[23] They have a greater risk of breast
cancer. The worst effects are emotional; they are five times more likely to
have problems with drugs and alcohol. Some ladies have many immoral
relations followed by abortions. Finally they settle down, get married and
find themselves barren: not able to have any children. They come to
realize that all the children they would ever have given birth to, they have
killed! One such lady was feeling terrible when her Mum, a woman of
strong faith phoned her telling her to come back to God: as he would
forgive her of anything, even if she had killed someone. She had had four
abortions and was now barren. Her Mum’s words shook her emotions and
she began to believe in and enjoy God’s love and forgiveness for her. She
has now devoted her life to saving babies by speaking against abortion.
Hope
I realize that some of your aunties, mothers, students in your class or you
yourself might have had an abortion. I am not writing this book to
condemn anyone, but to stop it happening. Some resort to violence
against doctors who kill babies, but that will never help at all. We should
always speak gently to those involved with abortion. Most are plain

ignorant as to what they are doing or have done. However we can also
help them overcome their guilt after we share this.
They and we need to understand that who ever made this world and
universe is the most patient, kind, loving person there has ever been. The
supreme original creator God is far beyond human, as we can see from
the awesome complexity and beauty of what he has made. He does not
argue or get angry like us, is not selfish or over demanding. He does not
have a lust problem,: watch porno, or have lots of girl friends. These
ideas don’t match the awesomeness of what he has created, like the ten
thousand billion, billion stars scientists tell us are in the universe. He is so
powerful and bigger than all our problems. He alone can deal with the
problem of our lust and selfish nature. He would definitely want to come
into this world, as a perfect human to show the way to real life. He would
solve man’s three main problems: our guilt, our ‘gone-wrong’ human
nature and reverse death itself, if we submitted to him. He does not need
to come to deal with the Saddam Husseins, Hitlers or Veerappans, the
police and armies can do that. If this infinite being came to the earth he
would solve these three far worse problems. If He really is God, he could
easily do these: (1) Guilt: there is a divine court case against every one of
us for the hundreds of things we have done wrong: hurting people with
insults, laughing at bad jokes, watching wrong programs on TV, our
porno cheating in exams, neglect in home or work place when boss or
parents not present. In India we have a great culture: sacrifice of animals
representing God’s just punishment coming on the lamb or chicken
instead of us. This is a great symbol of God’s grace, but I think we need
more than just a lamb to get us out of trouble. How many lambs do the
police allow to be sent to prison in the place of the robbers? There are so
many things wrong with this world that perhaps the only sacrifice big
enough for God to clear everyone’s guilt would be God himself! What if
God came to the earth to die as a sacrifice for our sin? What a loving,
faithful, forgiving, caring Creator we have! (2) We need human heart 2.0 . We need an update of our human operating system. We need a
divine download to stop us doing wrong and compromising. I believe this
is what God is doing across the earth in every nation en masse today,
giving a new nature to those who keep on asking Him for it. They are
transformed on the inside to be genuinely changed and with new reactions.
Why don’t you go on your roof or into a field, or get alone in your room
with your Creator or when you lie down at night and keep asking for this
greatest gift. (3) To live forever and not die. Wow, that would really need
a big miracle, but possible for whoever made the sun which is one million
times bigger than the earth. Man’s greatest need is to be forgiven for what

he’s done wrong, have the heavenly court case against him acquitted,
have an operation on His spirit by the hand of God to start loving truth,
humility and everything good and hate what’s wrong, and so to pass life’s
test and live forever in paradise with God after this life’s over.
Search for a God who can do these three things for you. If you are
struggling with lust then pray to a God who when he visited the earth did
not have a lust problem! One who never married when he came, will
definitely be able to deliver you from porno and immorality. The best
thing in life is enjoying the love God has for us. Every day he whispers
that he loves you, what ever you have done. He wants to take your hand
and live with you in everything. He can be your best friend; He is mine.

What Can We Do? Ten Simple Actions
The question you may or should be asking is: “What can we do to stop all
these bad things in India?”. In rescue which is 90% youths, we met
weekly and discussed this for a few months and prayed for wisdom and
God’s guidance. The youths came up with so many excellent ideas which
we tried out in a small way then en masse. At first we went to high
schools, but then found our programs to be more effective in PUC and
Degree colleges, although we still do year ten high school. Here are ten
suggestions of some action you can take:
(1) Why don’t you start a weekly discussion with other students in your
college, you’ll be amazed at the enthusiasm that is stirred up.
(2) Then carefully research this subject. This is easy for you as this book
represents three years of extensive study and local surveys. You can also
google ‘pro-life’ on the internet. We have many videos on you-tube
accessed though our web site: www.rescue108.com .
(3) You need to start sharing this subject and debating with others. By
heart a few points about how abortions are done, how many?, and why?
Also be able to argue why films and porno are spoiling true romance and
purity in India. Tell your family, cousins, neighbours and friends. Then
you can try going from door to door in your native place or village. Take
someone else with you.
(4) Take action, by sharing these things with those involved in the porno
or abortion industry: down load centres, medical shops, theatres, DVD
shops, cyber cafés, nursing clinics.
(5) Go back to your old high school, your old headmaster will be
delighted to allow his x-student to teach on morals to his students. Take
one year ten class for 40 minutes. If it goes well, ask to have opportunity

to go from class to class to cover all year ten. If you are a degree student
you can then try your old or other PUC colleges. To get into government
and city high schools (apart from your own) is hard without registration
and permission from BEO, private and village schools and PUC colleges
are easier. If you have five committed friends you can cover all the PUC
college in your Taluk, taking just 3 days holiday once per year. We from
rescue are also willing to send one of our team to help you organize and
we also travel training other new teams. This is presently a youth
movement to rescue the soul of India. However, we have many part time
adult volunteers who are welcome. The advantage of working in the
education department is that you can cover almost everyone including all
future leaders, if you keep going back to the college every two years and
it’s free to do so, unlike TV programs!, if you don’t collect money you
don’t need to register.
(6) Government officers and MLAs: Presently some are trying to legalize
homosexuality in India. Any future ban on abortion has to come through
the government, so all MLAs and MPs and all political party members
have to be made aware of the terrible nature of abortion and reality of life
of the unborn. This is a long term strategy, as it takes a huge movement to
change laws, but we have thousands of students passionate to stop
abortion. All things are possible to those who believe, nothing is
impossible with God.
(7) Newspapers and Magazines: Newspaper are read by lakhs of people.
After TV they form the greatest opportunity for influencing people’s
opinions. In some of the papers we have sent articles to, people who want
abortions have complained by sending letters to the editors and so the
paper will no longer publish our articles. Those who are pro-life (anti
abortion) should also write into the editors asking for more articles
against abortion. Also you can write and send articles if you get high
marks in English or Kannada. To be published the article has to be the
present day’s news, i.e. connected to something happening that day, e.g. a
march or students ripping down bad posters; with a photo. We need to be
creative how to attract the press’s attention. Local papers are more easier
to penetrate. For example, you could launch 240 balloons to represent the
240 babies being killed each day in Bangalore through abortion. Call the
press, have the articles pre-written, or take the photos yourself and go and
visit a news paper editor. They are always desperate for interesting
articles!
(8) The Police are responsible for making sure Indian laws are followed.
Since most abortions are legal, they can’t do much here, but pornography

is very illegal. Do a survey on how many download centres are
distributing porno and blue movies and give the results to the subinspector. Tell him how the boys in your class are almost all addicted to
porno and share how it is spoiling marriages and peoples’ lives en masse
in India, even leading to the slaughter of babies. Ask them to send
officers from neighbouring Taluks who are unknown here, in civilian
dress to ask for porno and catch the shops red handed. Ask them to take
strict action on those caught and inform the press so that other shops will
be alarmed. Ask them gently not to accept bribes from the shops they
catch.
(9) Petitions and Letter writing: Anyone who gets high marks in English
or Kannada can use their skill to write letters to authorities, news paper
editors, MLAs, and TV stations. You could organize a petition signing
with all the students of your college to help towards any of the following
goals:
1. Anti-abortion and anti-pornography teaching should be included in year
10 and PUC syllabus.
2. Film sensor boards should have lots of pressure on them to ban all
movies with nude scenes or that promote immorality.
3. Every Internet web site with porno should be blocked by cyber police.
4. All abortion should be illegal in India. Perhaps the 1st step would be to
ban the 98% which are just due to contraception failure.

(10) Every Taluk should have a ‘Rescue’ Team to work towards these
goals and do programs in their schools and colleges. You can contact us
through the mobile number on our web site,[14] if you would like to work
with us. One big solution to abortion would be the change of the human
heart from selfishness, immorality and greed to humility, a serving heart
and growing in love. Only God can give a new heart like this and He does
to those who desire this more than anything.

Reasons Why People Have Abortions
(1) Poverty
Babies are perceived to be expensive. If someone already has two
children they imagine that they cannot afford the third. Their baby’s
clothes, education, food will be a great burden. However, if we look back
two generations to our grandparents time, how many children did they
have on an average?, five or ten? How did they afford to bring up so
many children? Children are not that expensive. Babies eat so little and
can adjust with their elder brother’s or sister’s clothes. How many of your
aunties or uncles starved to death? (Your grandparents’ children). None.
If they had enough money to feed their children at that time, then

definitely we have the resources, now that India is more prosperous than
any other time in history! Today the government gives free education,
free uniform, free food and clothes to children in government schools.
“But people want to send all their children to private schools.” What
would that third child prefer if asked in the womb? Would you like to go
to a government school or be killed? The problem is our pride, our self
imposed standard of living, our over materialistic expectations for us and
our children. Actually the middle class in India have higher abortion rates
than the villages. These are the very people who can definitely afford
another child, but don’t wont to have less money for themselves! So kill
the kids and buy an a/c car, own house and a new smart phone instead! In
the villages children used to be seen as an asset to help the farming and
gain more money not a liability! Since God gives food to all the street
dogs, ants and birds, how much more will He provide for how ever many
children we give birth to? If someone’s small child is really sick, there is
no limit to how much we will spend to save their lives, can’t we have just
a little of this love on our child just before its born as well? If poverty
justifies abortion, does that mean we can take someone’s life just because
they have little money? Could we take a bulldozer into a slum and destroy
everything, including the people as they are poor and so don’t have a life
worth living? If you worked for a foreign company in a well paid job, and
had three children and one day the company went bust, would it be ok to
terminate the last baby as now you can’t afford to bring it up?, No, then
we can never justify abortion in the name of perceived or real poverty.
Poverty is a real evil and needs to be fought. There are things that need to
be changed: corruption, drinking, laziness, addicted to loans, gambling
and wars. Solving these problems should be a poor family’s and the
nation’s devotion, but killing children is never a solution to poverty!
(2) Immorality
We looked earlier at the beauty of romance and having a life-time lover
through marriage. We saw the need for this covenant, pledging life time
commitment before a relationship is consummated in intercourse.
Without this commitment pregnancy is occurring in female students when
unmarried youths sleep together. Without seeing the photos of the baby in
the womb shown in this book, young girls are having abortions to hide
their immorality, ignorant of the murder they have committed of their
own child. They feel that they can’t continue their studies or face their
family or society, if they continue with their pregnancy. What should be
done in such circumstances? First of all as we have already described,
such a wonderful gift of sexual intimacy should be treasured to such an

extent and not cheaply used or played with just for fun. Then the
unmarried pregnant girl scenario would not occur. Second if people are
taught about the reality of life of the unborn, then youths would be much
slower to have immoral relationships. Family planning is never 100%
successful. There is a large chance of unwanted pregnancy. If abortion is
exposed for what it is, then many more girls would refuse to sleep with
their boyfriends, until they are married as abortion would not be an option.
The reality of sex leading to pregnancy is meant to be a deterrent to
having immoral relationships.
However, if an unmarried girl gets pregnant, she should marry the father
of the child she is carrying. Their act of intimacy was their marriage; in
one way they are already married, now the boy should just commit
himself legally to her for life. If the boy is unwilling and the girl is bold,
she can contact Mahila Dourjanya Samithi, or Karnataka Mahila Ayoga
(080 22216 48586) they will take DNA test of the girl, the boy and the
baby (as proof they have the right father) and arrange their marriage. If
the boy will not agree he can be imprisoned for up to five years and given
up to two lakhs fine especially if the girl is under 18.
If the guy is already married the girl can be looked after in a home until
she has the child and then give it for adoption. There are lakhs of barren
ladies in India waiting for a child. We are often asked by such ladies for
babies to adopt, we don’t have to kill them.
Once married, life time faithfulness to that single partner maximizes
sexual fulfilment as already described. The grass is not greener on the
other side. That interested loose girl in the office is a missile from hell to
destroy your marriage and family, don’t believe the lie. The problem
today is that people do not know this and have relationships. They keep it
a secret from their married partner and if their girl friend gets pregnant
they want to cover it up by having an abortion: killing the evidence. For
the sake of their ‘fun’ they are willing to take the life of a child?
(3) Enough Children Already
This is by far the most common reason for abortion. This is about your
future. You may be tempted by this argument 10 years from now.
Statistically about one in three people have abortions - if they have not
been exposed to the truth about life in the womb. How many children do
you want to have after you are married? Perhaps you have not thought
about it or perhaps you immediately said, “Two enough.” Since family
planning (that which limits pregnancy) is average 80% effective (over 1
year relationship), which means that vast numbers of un-planned
pregnancies occur. Therefore, if you decide with your future partner you

want two children, you should rather say that you want about two
children, (as God has not given a full proof family planning method, apart
from sterilization), and so it may be three or four children God gives you.
Otherwise you are setting yourselves up to be tempted to terminate your
own children.
Children are: hard work; in need of discipline; naughty, but nice; cute and
creative; messy and noisy; playful; forgiving; loving and in need to lots of
attention. God will give you a life partner and children as objects of your
love. Love is the best thing in life and children are designed to bring out
maximum love from us, remove our self centeredness, teach us
responsibility and leadership and make us into mature human beings.
Your children will enjoy your jokes and playing when no one else does.
Your children will long for your company when no one else does.
In India today many older people do not want to even consider what we
are saying here. It is an inconvenient truth. They want their sex, but do
not want the consequences. They want the fun but not the fruit. Just think
about how intercourse works: at the climax of the experience there is a
transfer from the male to the female in order to fertilize an egg and
conceive new life. Clearly it is designed to lead to pregnancy, who are we
to fully change the design? Some would, therefore argue against the use
of contraception altogether and simply say we will have as many children
as God gives us.
Actually, there are many advantages to large family sizes. One boy and
one girl don’t play so well together. The boy wants to play soldiers and
the girl play with dolls. Having a number of boys and girls in your family
means your children will play with potentially less need for your constant
input! We all want brothers and sisters, so why not give this as a gift to
your children, (by having more children), rather that an x-box as company.
Just imagine in several years time going to the park with your two sons
and two daughters and all their laughter as you play with them! Also,
ponder that every time when they come home from school, they run up to
you saying: “Mummy!”. Having more children gives you, the worth you
desire, makes you feel special as you are. If you have just one child then
they are incorrectly the focus of all attention and they come to know
about it and often become spoilt and totally selfish. The parents should be
the centre of attention, handling it with humility and satisfaction.
Children are hard work, but so is everything that is satisfying. The top
professional cricketer has to practise hard for hours every day in the hot
sun. The successful business man has to put in long pressurized hours in

the office everyday. And so the satisfied parents have to work hard
bringing up their children, but with awesome rewards.
What often happens is that after the first two children are in primary
school, the mum is suddenly semi-retired! She is free to rest more, watch
more TV and thinks: “This is much easier now, I don’t want any more
children.” However, what if the husband did this? After working full time
for four years, can he go part time, leave Wipro and join Mac-Donalds for
just four hours a day? Any guy that did this, we would say is a lazy,
irresponsible guy. Then how can the girls do this? Her house work is only
four hours a day. Looking after the children is the other half of her
responsibility. Once her 1st two children go to school, she is more free to
have the next two children! Its funny that in every other area of life we
want growth and increase except the most important area. We want big
business more staff, more orders, more education and degrees, but how
about more children? My Granddad Reuben Jacob had 13 children, my
Dad was his last child. I am glad he had a large family otherwise, I would
not be here! Some parents are so disappointed after putting all their hopes
in their one child who turns out completely different to their expectations.
Having several children gives far more chances of one being very gifted,
one bright, one successful in business, one very loving. Don’t put all your
eggs in one basket!
What are you actually alive for? What is the purpose of your life? Why
did God make you? Big questions. Clearly one purpose is to learn to
serve. The root of most problems is selfishness and greed. Having and
then serving our children is a tough training process designed by God, to
make us into servants who God will accept forever.
However, I am not primarily arguing for large families, but that if God
gave one or two more than we planned, we should not abort them, but see
the higher purpose of God and the advantages of including them in our
family. I am not mainly saying have no contraception, but have no
abortion. People say they don’t want more children due to population
explosion in India. However, this is just an excuse. Laziness, selfishness
and misunderstanding the wonder of participating in creating and rearing
new life are often the real reasons. Even pro- abortion agencies in their
surveys admit that 94% of all abortions are not for the extreme commonly
stated reasons, but just simply because the babies are not wanted.
Extreme Cases
As soon as you start speaking out that abortion is wrong, people will
bring up the extreme examples to try and justify abortion. However, these
only account for 2 % of abortions! First let’s stop all the 98% of abortions

which are not for these reasons. Moreover, these extreme cases are just a
smoke screen, people are often wanting abortion allowed for any and
every reason, but use these cases to try and win their argument more
easily and convince more people. Let’s look and see why, even in these
situations, it is very dangerous philosophy to justify killing.
(4) Handicapped Babies
Everyone wants healthy children. With modern technology doctors can
scan and detect even a small abnormality of the unborn child. If you are
about to buy a mobile and the screen is cracked you can reject it. But you
cannot do the same with babies. Who would argue for going to a primary
school and throwing out all the children who are wearing glasses? If
someone is sick they need more love and attention not less. If the doctor
told you that the child you are expecting will be born blind would you
terminate it? If this is ok then could we go to some of the many blind
schools for children with an AK47 and shoot them all? What is the
difference between this and aborting a blind child?
Supporters of abortion regularly bring up the hard case of the
handicapped child. Their intention is to attempt to make those who value
life look heartless, by forcing these suffering women to carry a child they
never wanted. This is what is termed a smokescreen - they do not want
abortion legalized just for very sick babies, but for any reason or no
reason. Ludwig van Beethoven was one of the greatest music composers
of all times despite his deafness. Many blind people make excellent music
teachers. See the courage displayed in the Para-Olympics. Suffering
produces character all have suffering as part of God’s design in life.
Can we kill a human being, just because that person is sick? Such a
suggestion is barbaric and inhumane and has no place in a just society.
There are children of all ages, and adults too, who are alive today and are
living through all manner of disease and disability. Is killing everyone
who is sick really an acceptable way to treat sickness? Anyone who tries
to eliminate suffering by killing the "sufferers" is establishing a very,
very, very, very dangerous trend! It is not for us to decide who has a life
worth living and who does not. Suffering and hardship are not bad things.
They are means to a greater end, a crucial part of the human journey.
An Open Door for Darkness
Once Germany was so poor that the leader Adolf Hitler ordered that all
hospitals for handicapped and blind children be closed down terminating
the children. This was the first killing at the start of world war two.
If we legalize killing for any reason it always leads to a great darkness.

Hitler hated the Jews just because of their religion and he imprisoned and killed
them. The existing prisons were not big enough for this genocide and so he built
special prison camps for the sole purpose of exterminating Jews. In this manner he
took the lives of six million Jews. They had done nothing wrong but were arrested
as he considered them unfit to live. He has gone down in history as one of the
most evil men ever to live. However today this ‘Hitler spirit’ is rampant in the
world. We kill twice as many children every year, through abortion (in India
alone), as Hitler killed Jews throughout the whole of world war two! There is a
terrible genocide taking place in our time too, let’s stop this present World War
Three!
(5) Dying Mother
If a lady’s pregnancy would lead to her death is it alright to terminate the baby?
This was the famous scenario of Mrs.Savita in Ireland. If a husband had to choose
between saving his wife or his future child, instinctively all would choose their
wives. This only occurs in one in a thousand abortion cases[15] and so should
never be used to justify the other 99.9% of abortions. If the foetus is already dead,
then to remove it is wise to save the mother. However, if the baby is alive, then
the doctors have to struggle to save the Mother and the child’s life. I don’t know
any mother who would not risk her life to try and save their born baby’s life if
such a situation arose. Why are we not willing to risk our lives to try and save our
unborn babies life? In Ireland they save thousands of babies each year as they will
not kill children. They also save many mothers lives as abortion is illegal.
Remember 20,000 ladies die a year in India through abortion complications.
Abortion kills more mothers than it saves!
(6) Rape
After one college meeting three burdened Muslim girls asked me, whether
abortion was justified if the lady was pregnant due to being raped. This is perhaps
the worst thing that could naturally happen to a girl and so it is hard to answer.
Fortunately rape accounts for 0.3% of abortions[15]. However, the rapist should
definitely be punished if caught. But the child should not be punished for its
father’s crime. The abortion would only spoil the mothers life more. Abortion
opens up the parents to a murder spirit, which will increase the person’s anger
level dramatically. The lady can have the child and give it to a caring orphanage
or for adoption, if she does not want it. Again, the issue of rape is not solved by
killing the product of rape, but by dealing with its root. We don’t stop rapes by
killing the children produced, but by stopping our children from watching the blue
movies which inspire rape.
(7) Girl Massacre
The Most commonly protested reason for abortion is gender. Due to the expense
of paying for the dowry and marriage for a daughter, parents prefer to have boys.

With the legalization of abortion, a method came into existence, whether parents
want the child or not based on its sex. Ultrasound scanning the foetus can easily
determine its gender. Aamir Khan in his famous ‘Satyamev Jayate’ TV program
highlighted this. In Bangalore for every 1000 boys there are 900 girls. This means
that 10% of boys will never find a wife! This has happened all over India. It is a
sign of the consequences of messing with the laws of nature or God’s laws
through terminating pregnancies. Such a lack of girls, leads to increase in rape and
human trafficking; two terrible social evils.
To combat this, the Indian Government made gender based abortions illegal and
in 2002, stiffened the sentences to three years in prison for any doctor who reveals
the gender of a child. Despite this, for bribes, the gender is still being revealed.
The 2011 census showed there were 918 boys for 1000 girls under the age of 6
across India. That means that 82 girls are missing per 2000 births (1000 boys and
1000 girls according to nature). That is about 4% or 1 missing girl for every 25
normal births. There are 27 million births every year [6] in India and so about 1
million girls are killed every year through abortion! On a local level this means
that every month in Bangalore, for example, 700 girls are massacred just because
they are girls! Baby girls are a treasure not a liability. Give them a simple
wedding, don’t kill them! If you are a girl thank God and thank your parents today
that you are alive!
It’s also sad that rarely do people argue against gender abortions from the
perspective of the sorrow of all the girls being slaughtered, but only from the
danger of so many boys not finding a wife. Both issues are bad but the fact that
the former is rarely even mentioned shows how many of the older generation have
completely blotted out the value of life of the unborn from their consciences.
(8) Spoil Beauty, Not Enough Gap
Amongst other arguments for abortion is the fact that a girl’s facial beauty will
decrease when she gives birth. Not wanting this to happen, young couple often so
want to wait years before having children, that if they become pregnant they seek
baby termination. However, what is more ugly than a murderous heart? Why start
your marriage by killing the kids? Others want a longer gap between their first
and second child, so if they are pregnant too soon, they take the baby poison. And
so the list goes on. I encourage you to take notes from these pages so that you can
persuasively argue for the lives of babies and expose the foolish reasoning of the
pro-choice movement, who support abortion. Organize a debate in your college.
Get the facts straight in your mind first. Remember to quote your sources. God
bless you for reading to the end of this little book. Let’s do something to end the
baby genocide and restore the beauty of true romance to what it was originally
created by God to be.

Conclusion
Watching porno photos and blue movies leads to sex before marriage which leads
to AIDS, abortions and divorce. If you see nude photos, then you are also
producing the horrors of what you see in some of these bloody, dead baby photos
in this book! God can forgive and deliver from any bad habit if we cry out to him
fervently. People are awakening to the terrible evils that have been released
recently in India and rising up to confront them. Will you help? The baby
genocide will end and pornography and bad movies will be stopped as long as
good people don’t stay silent.
By Abishek Clifford CEO Rescue
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